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Abstract- Experiencing cloud in distributed environment provides ease of access and also creates major challenge due to the 
low down ratio of trust factors which includes three elements like Privacy, Confidentiality and Security[1].  Managing of 
distributed environment is highly challenging task for service level at consumer and provider end. The attraction towards 
cloud services as increased vibrantly around the globe to fume up guaranteed services.  The establishment of service level 
agreement between all the stakes of cloud management lack in communication due to aggregation knowledge of 
heterogeneity between different entities. Quality of Service and Security usually depends on the adaptability of the system to 
the heterogeneity which is a common factor in conventional system. This paper proposes the security management in 
heterogenic system scales up the trust factors by considering flock procedure  ( idea driven by birds flock) technique as one  
of the criteria which drives for consumer and provider related actions underneath to cloud management in positive factors 
and integrating the K-factor at data sets for grouping similar sets. Later comparing the trust thresholds of consumer and 
providers with the proposed procedure 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As per the knowledge of distributed environment we 
know that conventional systems have taken a fastest 
drive to improve their Quality of Service that also 
makes the system so feasible. Researcher is trying to 
make the factors in better feasible way by considering 
the interdependency between different distributed 
entities. The trust between the data owners and cloud 
service provider still remains at the lower look when 
it comes under multitenant environment. The SLA’s 
between certified authorities and CSP still need to 
look ahead with too many factors to scale up the 
trustiness of data owner to upload or access the cloud 
environment in better way. Scalability of data storage 
and access likely to be a dynamic process in real time 
system, it is a greatest challenge for the cloud 
environment to take look up on this back end agile 
process to  know more about legitimate and 
unauthorized parties who are gaining experience in 
distributed environment as cloud is subjected to 
hybrid Services. In such scenarios one must be able to 
deploy a model which fortifies the confidence and 
assurance of the entities. Requirements of cloud 
security integrate the traditional features like 
confidentiality, availability and privacy where it takes 
a contiguous part to create risk among different 
stakes. Influences of highly risk affect the system 
which in case turns the trustiness of the entity [10].  
Due to heterogeneous environment the categorization 
of requirements in cloud entity can be of two 
perspectives 1. User based and 2. Provider Based 
where both regularize the needs in to inconsistency 
with respect to Protection and Bad integration that 
leverages maintained for trust needs still makes a 
high risk to the users who are registered for the 
service. To overcome this SLA’s to defined and 
enabled to get negotiated between different parties. 
According to the survey that took place from 

forbes.com in past 10 years of span their found 
around 350 unauthorized data breaches that involved 
100,000 theft and huge volume of records. Based on 
few surveys that are available focus on three 
questions. May be lack of trust with CSP’s , any route 
of gaining trust for consumers from CSP’s, at last 
whether it is more profitable for CSP’s to perform its 
task towards user trust[14]. Consolidating the above 
questions trust should be a mutual coordinating factor 
between all the stakes of cloud environment.  In this 
paper we propose an aggregated clustering model for 
consumer and providers end which can be said as 
flock center for each server managed scenario for 
different heterogeneous data content with linkage 
paradigms for different nodes or servers whenever an 
unauthorized breach is taken place the linkage 
attached to each flock center informs the server which 
is breached first , later it tries to a link up with 
remaining nodes which keeps same content of data in 
the remaining nodes or servers. There by no flock 
center allows or provides the leverage of accessing 
the data content for non legitimate parties. Thus it 
increases the trust level between the entities in 
managing heterogeneous environment. Firstly we 
consider the cloud provider where he tries to group 
up the services which are homogeneous from all the 
serviceable nodes and the consumer grouping are 
based on their knowledge of accessing these similar 
data sets. Later the deployment of   K-means and 
cluster analysis [12-13] for both node and User entity 
are considered in order to obtain a secured 
transaction. Later we compare the results with 
existing trust degrees with respect to successful 
transaction rate 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
The umbrella of computer networks opens its 
communication knowledge to make the network 
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system reliable, scalable, and integrated with 
dependencies and security, among all the said QoS. 
Security is a major criterion to be improvised in the 
utility based systems like grid, distributed, cloud and 
so on. When it comes for cloud security there is huge 
need of resolving security factors like multitenancy, 
loss of control (passive and active) and finally trust 
between cloud entities.  
 
2.1 Methods related to SLA 
SLA’s describe the policy factors based on the 
negotiation that approaches with different dynamic 
process that takes beneath to the services between 
providers and consumers. It also prescribes the 
framework of heterogeneity between multiple agents 
by viewing the work and requirements for negotiation 
between parties. The SLA’s methodology includes 
negotiation, provisioning, monitoring, assessment and 
termination [19]. 
 
2.2 Trust conceptualization  
The intrusion between dynamic update in IT had 
made a serious challenges in accessing and uploading 
of the information that need to be hosted in real time 
scenario where this leads to few drawbacks related to 
few technological antecedents based on type, signals 
of trustworthiness which pacts to the competence and 
integrity of It artifact either in IT provider and 
platform service. The success factors are categorized 
in to secondary level which builds the features and 
characteristics of communication or relation between 
consumer and provider entity for deploying trust 
factors which doesn’t mutually process between 
heterogeneous cloud nodes [15]  
 
2.3 Trusts on Cloud  
Compatibility between heterogeneous systems in 
distributed environment affects on reliability and 
performance of the system. In the same aspect trust is 
not specific for a single utility or organization or 
trustee (consumers or CSP) it lies in all the perception 
based on their integration and agreements. For an 
instance if the vendor or provider manages the uptime 
of the service in 5 minutes as per he has mentioned in 
SLA and if he manages within that assured time the 
trust level at the provider and customer end increases 
linearly  [19]. Based on few experiences that have 
been faced in real time context privacy and security 
in hybrid environment have not met the actual needs 
of trust level that a customer expects it is all due to 
complexity of the trust model, incompatibility 
between data sets, immigration of foreign data on 
client needs, data leakage and so on which usually 
affects the stack services of cloud mainly on IAAS. 
When it comes for the data management due to facts 
of availability of data which are featured into 
structured and unstructured where the analysis can’t 
be made so sentimental due to its format 
representation Data segregation is been a fortune in 
data analytics to overcome the needs of trust 

development as a part of this where these are limited 
to few accessibility restricted by vendors or owners. 
For an instance consider Gmail document viewer 
which hosted cloud and is restricted to that particular 
application and few trajectory. 
 
But data manipulation is always limited to its own 
source content to fulfill the desired action few 
elements that are impacting the cloud index 
1.Performance: Integrates with SLA for failover 
mechanism with a SLA rate of 0.005 seconds and 
backup procedures cold and hot measuring SLA is 50 
min for both [19] 
2. Agility: As per the monitoring policy agility in 
cloud for accessing and gaining the service is very 
slower. 

 

 
Table 1.  Trust Ranges for both consumers and providers [19] 

 
2.4 Access control for trust management. 
The distributed environment lacks in cooperating 
with heterogeneity issues due to its incompatible 
nature for both physical and logical aspects in 
account to QoS. The Key factor in meeting 
requirements of security of cloud platform. 
Researchers put ahead in accessing the model well 
suited for utility environment. The control mode talks 
about both user and cloud behavior in establishing the 
mutual trust between the entities. 
 
Mutual trust in cloud environment creates user and 
provider due to uncertain in their interactions where 
cloud node denotes with c  at time t and user for u 
that can be represented as MT, MT =< Tuo, Tc(t) >T 
[20] 
 
III. SYSTEM MODEL 
 
The model representation is mentioned in fig 1 where 
it indicates a FBTM scenario where node1, 2 and 3 
are considered and managed by cloud provider here 
nodes can be treated as servers . Each server will hold 
a finite number of data sets where among the finite 
set the data can be of the same information. When a 
unauthorized access is been done on the data the 
server or node which is breached first alerts and make 
group cluster of the same information residing In the 
other node by applying K-means once similar 
information is brought and its managed by the 
flocked center there by no node will provide the 
information to an unauthorized party. There by trust 
computes and filtering of unauthorized party takes 
place and increases trust range of the consumer and 
provider  
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Figure 1 FBTM Model 

 
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME 
 
4.1 Flock procedure 
As mentioned earlier the idea of flocking is driven by 
bird’s flock where the procedure is also carried in 
robotics and wireless sensor networks. Where 
behavior of this method chases in helping to collect   
multiple agents who tries to interact other agents with 
a similar objective. Many research processes have 
been taken out to fascinate the computer science, 
physics, and animal behavior and so on. The usage of 
flocked behaviors is been driven on wireless sensor 
networks to know the group management of 
distributed nodes in achieving a common goal (ref).  
4.2 Flock pseudo  
The below algorithm defines the pseudo based on 
neighboring nodes which tries to regularize their 
communication based on three rules subjected by 
Reynolds. 1. Flock Centering 2. Collision avoidance 
3. Velocity matching [2-3]. For the communication 
movement we can have control input values which 
defines as agents and consists of three factors  
ui=fi

g+ fi
d++fi

y [1] 
All three stands for unique significance like data-
based component, magnitude between nodes and 
feedback about group objective respectively 
for each (var agent:Agent in agentArray) 
{ 
    if (agent != varagent) 
    { 
        if (Agent.distanceFrom(agent) < n) 
        { 
            u.x += agent.velocity.x; 
            u.y += agent.velocity.y; 
            Neighbor==Count++; 
        } 
}  }[12] 
If no similar agents are not found to achieve common 
goal than at the part providers end the procedure can 
be written as 
If(nieghborCount==0) 
{ 
Return u: 
}  
Finally to normalize the neighbor node for 
component and data management   
u.x /= neighborCount; 
u.y /= neighborCount; 
u.normalize(1); 

return u; [2]. 
 
4.3. Applying of k-means factor 
 
In targeting the flocked center the neighbor provides 
appropriate information or feedback to its adjacent 
agents but grouping of similar content would be a 
serious challenge to bring similar data sets under a 
single roof. From the earlier reference of cluster 
analytic we can apply the K-means factor at the 
flocked center by using a linkage paradigm which is 
proposed in our work the linkage process could 
analyze the factors in an optimal way to check 
whether similar information are brought together or 
not  
The base feature that signifies the uniqueness of all 
three data based , magnitude and feedback of group 
objective is  integrated to K-factor of resulting vector, 
there by the provider or server or the node will group 
the cluster with homogeneity, coordinates and 
communicate with the remaining nodes in providing 
and accessing of service to the legitimate user. Once 
the data been evenly used at the consumer end the 
entities trust level will grow gradually by satisfying 
the attribute of trust 
Primarily it creates a random point where the 
absoluteness of the magnitude is popped up with a 
nearest range once the range is found it add up the 
data content or the set values which comes under that 
range, if the data range is been out of the phase it 
creates a separate group set for those values. There by 
creation of these set values are integrated at the 
flocked center to match up the homogeneity of the 
integration 
 
4.3.1 Pesudo for K-factor  

 
Table 2 Threshold inputs 

 
distance between two points. 
protected static double distance(Point p, Point center) 
{ 
return Math.sqrt(Math.pow((centroid.getY() - 
p.getY()), 2) + Math.pow((centroid.getX() - 
p.getX()), 2)); 
    } [12-13] 
Random point access 
Point createRandomPoint(int min, int max) { 
Random  p = new Random(); 
double w = min + (max - min) * f.nextDouble(); 
double x = min + (max - min) * f.nextDouble(); 
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return new Point(w,x); [12] 
if (agent != varagent) 
  { 
if (Agent.distanceFrom(agent) < n) 
  { 
u.w += agent.velocity.x; 
u.x+= agent.velocity.y; 
N==Count++; 
    } 
This feature says feedback obtained last factor fi

 

     
4.4 Comparison of FBTM with Few trust 
thresholds 
As per the factor obtained and results found in the 
simulation FBTAC system stands at higher rate when 
different inputs been issued on various parameters 
and the result is been given in the graphical format. 
The success rate involves in user and node 
interactions. The interaction results with flocked 
content for the given thresholds. The parameters are 
set to x,yand z so choosing values of range starting 
from 0 to 90. The success time involves only the 
communication between consumers and providers, if 
the consumers are not reached with said range they 
won’t be able to access the cloud, either at the 
provider side who has got the minimal range of 
threshold is not capable of providing the service for 
consumers so those factors are not considered and not 
mentioned in the interaction between the entities. The 
comparison is between FBTM, consumers and 
providers threshold respectively 
The simulated result mentioned in the figure there is a 
linear decrease of success rate at consumer and 
providers end when compared with FBTM model due 
to dynamicity of user interaction accessing to 
different data sets in respective time interval. But 
FBTM signifies an higher rate because it alerts the 
data exists in other nodes to freeze on its own when 
an security breach of unauthorized access takes place 
on same set of information exists at providers end 

 

 

Figure 2. Successive rate v/s time 
V. OTHER RECOMMENDATION 
 
 Integration of information from 
heterogeneous sources and task for developing trust. 
For an instance if a node exist in Texas adopted with 
a spyware , if same information is been accessed at 
California than how to develop trust remotely 
 Trust factors for synchronization issues for 
smart devices 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper discus the management of trust factors in 
cloud environment and introduces flocking 
methodology in cloud model to maintain the trust 
factors with FBTM approach which increase the level 
of trustiness between two entities. FBTM signifies 
dynamism of grouping similar data based on 
Reynolds rules to form uniformity in the system and 
to maintain security among nodes. Inclusion and 
integration of flocking behavior stabilize the system 
for secured access. Thus it increases the rate of trust 
between consumers and providers in a distributed 
environment 
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